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AI Foundry
Creating the Future-Ready and Frictionless
Digital One Office
Digitally Transforming Banking and Lending Operations
AI Foundry, a Kodak Alaris business unit, digitally transforms banking and lending operations by
utilizing technology, data and people in new, more efficient processes. Our Agile Solutions create a
“Digital One Office” by integrating both the front- and back office; reducing loan processing times
by 50%. Using cutting-edge AI technology including machine vision, machine learning, and intelligent
robots to achieve unprecedented levels of automation, our solutions reduce costs. Organizations
who deploy our solution are better able to adapt to changing market conditions, manage compliance
and drive unparalleled bottom-line improvements.
Our goal is to bring your organization into the future, giving you a competitive edge in a digital age
that won’t wait for you to catch up.

Our mission is to put your data to work,
so that you can extract the most value from
it every day.
We are focused on the future. We help banking and lending
organizations take control of their future by shaping their
now. For many organizations, the now is inefficient, with too
many documents, manual error, and people involved in one
process. AI Foundry changes that. We believe that the front
office and back office should not function independently.

Instead, we rethink organizational silos and create the
Digital One Office to streamline operations and provide a
great customer experience. In turn, customer interaction,
satisfaction, and loyalty increases allowing organizations
to separate themselves from their competitors. We
transform your organization into a future-ready business
by automating manual processes, classifying and extracting
data, and increasing productivity.
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Actionable Intelligence Lifecycle
Actionable Intelligence empowers organizations to
easily discover, analyze, and manage both structured and
unstructured data in both on-premises and cloud-based locations. Organizations can use the data to achieve a multitude of benefits including: reduction of risk associated with
personal or confidential information, streamlined processes
and significant cost savings. Our end-to-end approach to
data modernizes the way enterprises identify, understand,
manage, and govern their data like never before.

Actionable intelligence combines cutting-edge technology,
expertise, and data science to identify relevant patterns,
derive insights, facilitate decision-making, and define
actions that deliver a competitive advantage. We leverage
the latest artificial intelligence and user-guided machine
learning capabilities to help companies maximize the
value of their digital data to improve their overall
business outcomes.

Key features of Agile Solutions:
Leading Edge Technology
With our solutions documents are processed as part of
a higher-level entity, like loan packages. Exploiting the
metadata and knowledge associated with those entities
will deliver significantly higher overall business value along
with improvements in classification, extraction, and data
accuracy rates.

Fast Learning & Ability to Adapt Capabilities
Utilizing the latest in AI and computer-vision techniques
our Agile solutions learn all document types quickly
and accurately and create the necessary workflow
processes.

Scenarios
		
Agile solutions from AI Foundry empower
organizations to streamline processes and help
employees make informed business decisions.
AIM Solutions can help in:
• Mortgage origination
• Retail, wholesale and correspondent lending
• Mortgage onboarding, servicing and loan
modification
• Securitization of loans for secondary markets

Workflow Automation

• Commercial lending/leasing

AI Foundry’s next generation platform and business
rules engine is used to monitor completeness, integrity,
and compliance of data flowing through the system and
can make actionable inferences early in the document
processing and exception handling phases helping to
reduce the overall cycle time.

• Small business banking/SBA loans

Integrated RPA
Integrate hundreds of business workflow rules within
a single customizable environment -our software robots
go several steps beyond typical narrowly focused RPA
capabilities.

Exception Handling
On occasion, there is a need for human intervention of
the automated RPA-type processes. A highly optimized
and task specific UI speeds up the review process of key
manual tasks such as document separation and validation
of extracted data.

About AI Foundry
AI Foundry’s Agile Mortgages Solution transforms banking and lending operations by utilizing technology, data and people in new, more efficient processes.
Our solution creates a “Digital One Office” integrating both the front- and back office and reducing loan processing times by 50%. Organizations can adapt to
changing market conditions, manage compliance and drive bottom-line improvements. © 2018 AI Foundry, a Kodak Alaris business unit
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